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Foreign Interference! IT Expert From Global Defense
Contractor Testifies in Italian Court, Admits to
Switching Votes in US Presidential Election

Arturo D’Elia signed an affidavit admitting to switching data from the November 3 elections
“from significant margin of victory from Donald Trump to Joe Biden.”

by travis 
welovetrump.com

 

This is the Kraken!

The mother of all bombshells has been released!

It comes in the form of testimony in an Italian court from an employee from the 8th largest global defense
contractor.
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An IT expert from Leonardo SpA admitted in court that he and others manipulated vote totals in the presidential
election through implantation of viruses in Leonardo SpA’s main servers in December 2020.

Arturo D’Elia signed an affidavit admitting to switching data from the November 3 US presidential elections “from
significant margin of victory from Donald Trump to Joe Biden in a number of states where Joe Biden was losing
the vote totals.”

he admits the data switch also may represent more than the total number of registered voters.

He is also willing to testify in court, claiming to have all the original data backed up in an undisclosed location.

The story broke on Twitter, and was covered by the NOQ Report:

Rome, Italy (January 5, 2021) – An employee of the 8th largest global defense contractor,
Leonardo SpA, provided a shocking deposition detailing his role in the most elaborate criminal act
affecting a US election. Corroborating the DNI Ratcliff’s report of international intrusion, Arturo
D’elio outlined the scheme that proved successful in using Leonardo computer systems and
military satellites located in Pescara, Italy. Recent reports of a hack at Leonardo now appear to
have been an orchestrated cover to mitigate blowback on the corporation which is partially owned
by the Italian government.

Nations In Action, a government transparency organization, partnered with the Institute of Good
Governance to thoroughly investigate and research the election irregularities which yielded the
long-awaited proof that a flawless plot to take down America was executed with extraordinary
resources and global involvement. Americans and elected officials now have proof that the election
was indeed stolen. This provides the mechanism for each state to recall their slate of electors
immediately or face lawsuits and request all federal government agencies to lock down all internal
communications, equipment and documentation from the Rome Embassy. “Make no mistake, this
is a coup d’etat that we will stop in the name of justice and free and fair elections,” stated Maria
Strollo Zack, Chairman of Nations in Action.
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Here’s what the signed affidavit says:

I, Prof Alfio D’Urso, Advocate/Lawyer, of Via Vittorio Emanuele, Catania, 95131 Italy, do hereby
provide the following affidavit of facts as conveyed in several meetings with a high level army
security services official:

Arturo D’Elia, former head of the IT Department of Leonardo SpA, has been charged by the public
prosecutor of Naples for technology/data manipulation and implantation of viruses in the main
computers of Leonardo SpA in December 2020. D’Elia has been deposed by the presiding judge in
Naples and in sworn testimony states on 4 November 2020, under instruction and direction of US
persons working from the US Embassy in Rome, undertook the operation to switch data from the
US elections of 3 November 2020 from significant margin of victory for Donald Trump to Joe
Biden in a number of states where Joe Biden was losing the vote totals. Defendant stated he was
working in the Pescara facility of Leonardo SpA and utilized military grade cyber warfare
encryption capabilities to transmit switched votes via military satellite of Fucino Tower to
Frankfurt Germany. The defendant swears that the data in some cases may have been switched to
represent more than total voters registered. The defendant has stated he is willing to testify to all
individuals and entities involved in the switching of votes from Donald Trump to Joe Biden when
he shall be in total protection for himself and his family. Defendant states he has secured in an
undisclosed location the backup of the original data and data switched upon instruction to provide
evidence at court in this matter.

I hereby declare and swear the above stated facts have been stated in my presence.

DATED this 6th day of January 2021 at Rome, Italy. 
General Affidavit
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